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Why do you refer to your female protagonists
by titles that highlight their relationships to others (the Biographer,
Daughter, Wife, Mender and Explorer), rather than by their names?
I was thinking a lot about the narratives women inherit about motherhood, marriage, professional ambition, purpose in life—and how these
narratives are not a great fit for many of us. So I imagined five very
different female characters and gave them different labels to highlight
some of the roles women perform. . . . All of them face longstanding
questions about women’s bodies—who decides what your body is
used for? Who decides what you can and cannot do with it? What happens if you end up not taking the motherhood path, or you choose not
to have a romantic partner—what label is assigned to you then?
How has your own life and journey to motherhood informed the
characterization of these women?
Red Clocks is rooted in my experience of trying to have a baby on my
own, via artificial insemination. I bought strangers’ sperm on the internet and fielded warnings from friends and family about how hard it
would be to raise a child alone. I thought I would get pregnant easily,
but I didn’t. I started to question why I wanted so badly to have a baby
in the first place. Several years later, I had a son with my partner. Even
as a mother I feel a kinship with women who aren’t . . . and I remain
ambivalent about the ways in which the mother role is framed as an
imperative (moral, emotional, social, existential) at the expense of
other roles and identities.
You used transcripts of the Salem witch trials to inform the Mender’s trial, but you ended up editing much of that out. What remains
of that research in the text?
The transcripts pushed me to think about the connections (both
explicit and buried) between the 17th century’s blaming of individual
women for collective misfortune and the 21st century’s anxiety about
women who live beyond the reach of social norms. I wanted to tie
my characters to another pocket of history where the fear of powerful
women resulted in tragedy.
The eating of bodies—such as stranded ships resorting to cannibalism, and even the Wife eating earth after declaring separation from
her husband—is a recurring theme. Why?
I think I was exploring (consciously and unconsciously) modes of interbeing. The Zen Buddhist teacher Thich Nhat Hanh coined this term
to describe the state of mutual dependence we all live in. We may
imagine ourselves as separate entities, discrete selves, but is this really
accurate? Cloud becomes rain becomes tree becomes paper; there
is a cloud in this piece of paper. . . . And the act of eating itself—so
fraught for so many of us! . . . Women have been told that controlling
our calories is key to controlling our lives. We learn to aim corrective
and punitive energies inward, upon ourselves. Rather than criticize a
culture that equates a woman’s worth with her appearance, we should
criticize our own appearance.
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reviews
ghostly realm of the dead. But this
is no pastiche; Mukherjee’s depiction of social inequalities and his
belief that even the lowliest person
has a story to be told is very much
his own.
—LAUREN BUFFERD
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including the reader.
With spare prose that sets a tone
as chilly and bleak as the Oregon
coastal setting, Zumas doesn’t shy
away from the grotesque while
presenting a tale that’s haunting,
thought provoking and painfully
timely.
—LESLIE HINSON
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The Biographer. The Daughter. The Wife. The Mender. The
Explorer. Leni Zumas refers to her
protagonists by these descriptors,
invoking the reductive distance
from which women are viewed in a
patriarchal society: “That’s someone’s daughter.” They are also Ro,
Mattie, Susan, Gin and Eivør—the
dynamic women of Zumas’ magnificent second novel, Red Clocks.
Ro, a high school teacher, works
tirelessly on her biography of the
19th-century trailblazing Faroese explorer Eivør Mínervudottír,
who shucked societal norms for
decades, ultimately freezing to
death at age 42 on a polar expedition. Also 42, Ro dreams of having
a child, but under the new Personhood Amendment and the “Every
Child Needs Two” act, in vitro fertilization is banned, and adoption
is reserved for married couples.
Mattie, 15, is Ro’s gifted student.
She is pregnant and doesn’t want
to be. Susan, a mother of two, is so
unhappy with her nuclear family
that she contemplates driving off a
cliff. Gin, an introverted healer, becomes the subject of a witch-hunt
after being accused of conspiring
to perform an abortion.
Each woman explores her sense
of self and what it means to be selfish or selfless about her desires and
ambitions. Why can Eivør watch
the gruesome slaughter of pilot
whales but not lambs? Why can
Mattie conceive an unwanted baby
when Ro can’t get pregnant? Zumas
plays with extremes, exposing
the inner hypocrite in everyone,

Corporate America: boring, soulless, fixated on profit. So how does
This Could Hurt—based entirely
around the daily happenings of a
human resources team—yield such
a delicious, satisfying book? Because Jillian Medoff delivers a story
that is about so much more than
run-of-the-mill office politics.
Rosa Guerrero, a widow and
seasoned executive whose career
has been her proudest accomplishment, heads up human
resources at Ellery Consumer
Research Group, a Manhattan
company feeling the pain of the
Great Recession. “If 2008 was a
rollicking roller coaster of pink slip
parties and ex-banker bacchanals,”
Medoff writes, “then 2009 was the
head-splitting hangover, the global
economy splayed on the couch,
wired, tired, too broken to move.”
While Rosa is fiercely protective
of her employees, she also gets the
sense that they’re not exactly living
up to their full potential. There’s
Peter, her trusted VP of operations,
who gets caught with his hand in
the cookie jar. Rob, her lead for
recruiting and training, manages to
defeat a few levels of Brick Breaker
on his Blackberry every day, but
not much else. Lucy, who oversees
policy and communications, soldiers on through the recession, but
loses a little bit of her drive every
day. Kenny, a whip-smart Wharton
grad in charge of compensation,
knows he’s underemployed but
doesn’t have a clue how to fix his life.
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Only Leo, her trusted employee
benefits manager, lives up to Rosa’s
exacting standards. But he is miserable in his job and his life. When
Rosa is stricken by a serious health
issue a few months before retirement, her team comes together to
protect her. But can they step up
after so many years of inertia?
This Could Hurt is a worthy
follow-up to Medoff’s bestseller
I Couldn’t Love You More. Filled
with heart and humor, it will ring
true to anyone who’s experienced
both the cruelty and the camaraderie that make up the modern
American workplace.
—AMY SCRIBNER

through her graceful writing style,
which can seem stiff at first but
soon immerses readers in “Downton Abbey”-esque drama. With
meticulous historical detail, the
luxury of the Carnegies’ world is
juxtaposed with the destitution
of the poor, as Clara balances her
place among the elite while sympathizing with her family, sending
money to them overseas and
bringing her cousins food on her
scarce holidays.
Though Clara is fictional, it’s as
important as ever to have stories
of the strong women behind men,
reminding us of the invisible feminists throughout history.
—SARAH WALLER
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Following The Other Einstein,
her debut novel about Albert
Einstein’s first wife, author Marie
Benedict once again centers a
stirring historical tale on a one-ofa-kind woman. In Carnegie’s Maid,
Benedict creates a fictional woman
who influences Andrew Carnegie’s
transformation from industrial
tycoon to the creator of thousands
of free lending libraries, resulting
in an imaginative story of forbidden love and the injustice of social
classes.
Clara Kelley, an immigrant
farm girl from Ireland, arrives in
industrial 1860s Pittsburgh and
expects to work in a mill to support
her family back home. Instead,
just off the ship, she assumes the
identity of a different Clara Kelley,
a second-class passenger who did
not make the voyage, and finds
herself the lady’s maid to Andrew
Carnegie’s mother. Using her quick
wit and family-taught education,
Clara soon becomes indispensable,
but she endangers her position by
forming an ever-deepening relationship with Andrew, learning his
business secrets and sharing ideas.
Benedict evokes the time period
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Inspired by true events, Sharon
Bala’s multifaceted debut novel is
not only about a group of 500 Sri
Lankan refugees, the titular “boat
people,” but also about the people
they left behind and those who will
decide their fates upon arriving in
2009 Vancouver.
Bala builds her narrative around
one of the refugees, Mahindan, and
his 6-year-old son, Sellian. Mahindan’s case (as well as four other
refugees’) is represented by Priya, a
second-generation Sri Lankan-Canadian law student who has been
grudgingly assigned to refugee law
her last semester. While Grace, a
third-generation Japanese-Canadian, adjudicates each case, her
mother, Kumi, uncovers secrets
from her childhood partly spent
in an internment camp. However
truthfully he tells it, reception of
Mahindan’s story is vulnerable to
political pressures and other characters’ moods. Will Priya convince
Grace to grant him asylum, or will
he be deported?
Cinematic details—such as
sights and sounds at the market in
Mahindan’s hometown and charac-

ters’ gestures as they talk—transport us to a tension-rich drama.
Bala moves fluidly from past to
present, mixing memories with
current crises. In one scene, while
Christmas lights and snowfall glisten outside, Priya’s uncle confesses
to her the story of his own flight
from Sri Lanka. In another, Kumi’s
internment story is set alongside a
discussion between Grace and the
Prime Minister, who believes the
threat of terrorism is high among
the refugees. Such juxtapositions
build and maintain suspense all
the way to the last line, where readers are left hanging, as if justice is
in our hands. How do we react to
the immigration crisis? What would
we do in any of these characters’
shoes?
The Boat People reminds us of
the fragile nature of truth.
—MARI CARLSON
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Nora Stuart could have lived
her whole life without ever again
stepping foot in her hometown,
the tiny island of Scupper, Maine,
where she spent her first 15 years
being too chubby, too smart and
too lonely. But then she gets hit by
a Beantown Bug Killer van while
crossing the street near the Boston
hospital where she works as a gastroenterologist.
When she awakes in a hospital
bed, happy to know that death has
spared her, she knows it’s time to
go back home and set things right.
One might expect a homecoming
15 years in the making to be met
with hugs, at least from one’s own
mother, but that’s not the case for
Nora—not that she’s surprised.
Armed with humor and an unshakable faith in happiness, Nora
returns home to discover her stoic
mother has a strange new side
hustle, her niece is an eye-rolling,
punk-rock teenager, and the rest of

her high school class has all grown
up. It’s clear to Nora that healing
her wounds, both physical and
emotional, won’t be as easy as she’d
hoped.
As Nora deals with burgeoning
romances, old family secrets, sad
realities and hopeful new alliances,
bestselling author Kristan Higgins
adds humor at every opportunity
to Now That You Mention It and
proves that it is possible to deal
with our past demons without
losing our minds.
This page-turner is filled with
laughs, nostalgia and the seemingly outlandish suggestion that
sometimes being hit by a van is
exactly what one needs to venture
back home.
—CHIKA GUJARATHI
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Aliya Whiteley’s The Beauty
is just the thing for readers who
prefer maximum weirdness and
body horror in their books. Set in a
post-apocalyptic colony where all
the women have died of a bizarre
fungus and only the men remain,
the story transmogrifies, folds,
spindles and mutilates gender
roles and common expectations.
The narrator is a boy named
Nate, who functions as the griot for
a colony of bereft and bewildered
men. That the women, from the
eldest to the newly born, have all
died is dreadful and mysterious
enough, and then the men start
to notice mushrooms growing
out of the women’s graves. The
mushrooms evolve into yellow,
ambulatory beings with heads but
no faces. These mushroom-fungus
creatures claim a number of the
men. They are seemingly irresistible, bringing such pleasure that
the men call them the Beauties.
The men see in them their lost
mothers, wives, lovers, sisters,
daughters. But the Beauties’ love,
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